
 

 

INVITING YOU ON 9
TH

 FOUNDATION DAY OF ACTIVISM, 24
TH

MARCH, 2024 

We are pleased to invite you to celebrate the 9th Foundation Day of ACTIVISM on 24th March, 2024 at 

11:30 a.m. at ‘ICMARD Auditorium (Institute of Co-operative Management for Agriculture & Rural 

Development), M Block 14/2, Bidhannagar Road, Ultadanga, Kolkata- 700067. 

Society is changing rapidly amidst an all-encompassing threat to the survival that sucks the spirit of 

life. The most recent threats like pandemic, war, environmental insecurity, poverty, and ethnic 

conflicts coupled with lifestyle diseases, fear and infringement of freedom hit the very existence of 

everyday from within. The structural conditions are narrowing down the breathing space of being in 

so many ways. In response, human agency is agitating everywhere for the cause of emancipation; the 

desire for life blossoms again and again from the ashes of death. 

 In this context, ACTIVISM aims to promote ingenuity of human activity for the sake of good life finding 

newer ways and forms. To address the problems of everyday life. It aims to bring about a visible shift 

from the policy-centric practice of social research to a direct research-based intervention into the field 

concerned. The very purpose is to strengthen everyday activism as a critical-practical activity in its 

multiple forms. In this sense, it aims to set everyday activism free from illusory common-sense mis-

perceptions, false consciousness, political and religious fundamentalism to resist all possible sorts of 

idiotic beliefs and superstitions. It, thus, believes in the positive transformative capacity of human 

function to overcome structural and mental obstacles if armed with the appropriate knowledge and 

praxis as confirmed by the history through ages. 

ACTIVISM denotes a movement also to address the functional problems of everyday life through 

informed action, alternative praxis and appropriate engagement. The very objective is to make social 

science research more useful, impactful and effective for resolving issues we encounter everyday. 

Functional problem does not refer to a particular category or set of problems having distinctive 

existence in everyday life; rather it refers to a set of practices in our mundane interaction which affects 

both the self and circumstances adversely and, in turn, becomes the source of various relational and 

behavioural and social dysfunctions. ACTIVISM believes that the reasons behind frequent 

disorganizations of everyday life lies mostly in the functioning and that can be transcended positively 

through the alternative pattern of function and engagement informed by the critical knowledge 

derived from the praxis-oriented research in the social sciences. Apart from dealing the everyday 

functional problems at the individual level, the Activism is committed also to build up critical 

understanding among masses on several possible occasions to facilitate the collective-action against 

injustice, discrimination, oppression, exploitation and disintegration. 

9TH FOUNDATION DAY LECTURE ON 

“Social Science between Theory and Practice” 

SPEAKER:  PROFESSOR SAMIR KUMAR DAS 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

24th MARCH @ 11:30 A.M. AT ICMARD AUDITORIUM, NEAR ULTADANGA STATION, KOLKATA 




